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Retirement is obviously a very complex ____ period. and the earlier

you start planning for it, the better. (03/6)A)transformation

B)transmission C)transaction D)transition2. It is hard to tell whether

we are going to have a boom in the economy or a ________.

(01/6)A)concession B)recession C)submission D)transmission 3.

Cultural ________ indicates that human beings hand their languages

down from onegeneration to another.(01/1)A) translation B)

transition C) transmission D) transaction4. There is much I enjoy

about the changing seasons, but my favorite time is the ______

fromfall to winter. (00/6)A) transmission B) transformation C)

transition D) transfer 5. He attends to the _______ of important

business himself. (98/6)A) transaction B) transition C) transmission

D) transformation6. It will be safer to walk the streets because people

will not need to carry large amounts of cash. virtually all financial

_______ will be conducted by computer. (97/6)A) transactions B)

transmissions C) transitions D) transformationsImpart(4次)1. Many

great scientists ____ their success to hard work.(03/12)A) portray B)

ascribe C) impart D) acknowledge2. By patient questioning the

lawyer managed to ____enough information from the witnesses.

(03/9)A) evacuate B) withdraw C) impart D) elicit3. We shall

probably never be able to ____ the exact nature of these sub-atomic

particles. (02/6)A) assert B) impart C) ascertain D) notify4. The



famous scientist _______his success to hard work.(00/1)A)

imparted B) granted C) ascribed D) acknowledgedImpulse(4次)1.

He had an almost irresistible ________ to talk to the crowd when he

entered Hyde Park. (05/1)A) impulse B) instinct C) stimulation D)

surge2. In fact as he approached this famous statue, he only barely

resisted the ____to reach into his bag for his camera. (03/9)A)

impatience B) impulse C) incentive D) initiative3. The lady in this

strange tale very obviously suffers from a serious mental illness. Her

plot against a completely innocent old man is a clear sign

of________. (02/1)A) impulse B) insanity C) inspiration D)

disposition 4. Parents have a legal _______ to ensure that their

children are provided with efficient education suitable to their age.

(97/6)A) impulse B) influence C) obligation D)

sympathyExceptional(3次)1. Although shes a(n) ____ talented

dancer, she still practices several hours every day.

(03/6)A)traditionally B)additionally C)exceptionally D)rationally 2.

The law on drinking and driving is ________ stated.

(01/6)A)extravagantly B)empirically C)exceptionally D)explicitly3.

We are writing to the manager ____ the repairs recently carried out

at the above address. (97/1)A) with the exception of B) with the

purpose ofC) with reference to D) with a view toElapse(2次)1.

Weeks _______ before anyone was arrested in connection with the

bank robbery. (02/12)A) terminated B) elapsed C) overlapped D)

expired2. Many years had ____ before they returned to their original

urban areas. (02/6)A) floated B) elapsed C) skipped D) proceeded
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